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Abstract. Volumes reconstructed from tracked planar ultrasound images often contain regions where no information was recorded. Existing interpolation methods introduce image artifacts and tend to be slow in filling large
missing regions. Our goal was to develop a computationally efficient method that fills missing regions while
adequately preserving image features. We use directional sticks to interpolate between pairs of known opposing
voxels in nearby images. We tested our method on 30 volumetric ultrasound scans acquired from human subjects, and compared its performance to that of other published hole-filling methods. Reconstruction accuracy,
fidelity, and time were improved compared with other methods. © 2015 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE)
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1.1

Introduction
Purpose

Spatially tracked two-dimensional ultrasound images (hereafter
referred to as images) are often reconstructed into threedimensional (3-D) ultrasound volumes (hereafter referred to
as volumes). This process is known as volume reconstruction.
Volumes cover larger regions than images, allowing exploration
of 3-D anatomical structures, such as the vasculature of organs.
Reconstructed ultrasound volumes are useful in both diagnosis
and guidance of interventions. Several methods have been proposed in the literature for ultrasound volume reconstruction.1
While in the past they had been generally satisfactory, in the
modern era of real-time 3-D ultrasound image guidance, their
manifest shortcomings limit further progress. This paper introduces a new method to significantly improve on existing ultrasound volume reconstruction techniques. We tested our method
in 30 ultrasound volumes collected from human subjects and
compared its performance to that of the most commonly used
volume reconstruction methods (those using nearest neighbor
and Gaussian-weighted interpolation).

1.2

Technical Background

There are three major groups of volume reconstruction methods.1 Function-based methods use input image pixels to create
three-dimensional mathematical functions, which are then
used to estimate voxel intensities. These are heavy on computation which can result in long computation times,1,2 and blurring may also be noticeable.2,3 Voxel-based methods estimate
voxel intensities as a function of nearby images. They are considered to be fast, but at least some information from all of the
images needs to be loaded into memory for these computations
to be performed. If there are many images scattered over a large
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region, or only limited hardware is available, memory management becomes slow and costly. Pixel-based methods are the
third group and are the focus of this paper. Their time and
memory requirements are relatively low (generally each input
image needs to be read into memory only once), but there is no
guarantee that the output volume will be a continuous volume –
there may be blank regions (holes). The presence of these
blank regions—and limitations in existing methods to deal
with them—is the critical problem that we address in this
paper. Before continuing, it is important to first explain why
these regions occur.
Pixel-based methods feature a distribution step where input
pixels are assigned to output voxels. The most common distribution method is called nearest neighbor distribution, where
each individual pixel intensity is assigned to the spatially nearest
voxel.4,5 That voxel then becomes a filled voxel. Overlapping
intensities are usually dealt with by computing an average or
maximum intensity.4–7
If there is a voxel that is not assigned at least one pixel intensity, then it is considered to be a hole. Holes can occur when the
image sampling is too sparse for the output volume, or when the
image sampling is uneven (e.g., when there is a rotation component in transducer movement). As a preventative measure, a
single pixel intensity may be distributed over a kernel region,8–13
but this introduces blurring. Additional intermediate images can
also be interpolated from the original set of input images prior to
the distribution step14 in order to increase image sampling, but
there is no guarantee that all holes will be filled. A hole filling
step may be necessary, especially when using tracked freehand
ultrasound.
The most common hole filling method is nearest neighbor
hole filling,2,4,7,9,12,14 where a kernel region surrounding the
hole is searched for filled voxels. The kernel is a cube-shaped
grid of voxels, centered on the hole, with an isotropic width. If
one or more filled voxels are found in the kernel, then the hole is
2329-4302/2015/$25.00 © 2015 SPIE
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assigned the average intensity of the filled voxels inside of it. If
there are no filled voxels, then a larger kernel is searched up to
some maximum size. The maximum kernel size thus determines
the size of the holes that can be filled. Filled holes are typically
ignored for the purposes of this computation (so only original
filled voxels are used).
Although nearest neighbor hole filling is popular,2,4,7,9,12,14
has few parameters, and is considered relatively fast,9 it has
three notable deficiencies. First, it introduces blurring because
it uses a mean over many surrounding voxels. Second, since
only the nearest filled voxels are used to fill holes, there can
be a sharp transition in intensity values across large holes
(Fig. 1). Finally, the computational speed of nearest neighbor
hole filling is Oðn3 Þ, with n as the maximum size of the kernel
region – which means that we might expect slow performance
for large kernel regions. Scheipers et al.14 investigate further
variants of nearest neighbor hole filling, but these are shown
to be inferior.14
Another hole-filling method redistributes filled voxels
according to a Gaussian-weighted kernel,7 but there still appears
to be blur. San José-Estépar et al.15 apply a normalized convolution filter to the sparse ultrasound data, but the speed of the
method is not reported on.
This paper describes a hole-filling method for ultrasound volume reconstruction. It is more accurate and faster than nearest
neighbor hole filling (which we quantitatively demonstrate), and
it is free from excessive blurring and sharp transitions between
adjacent images (which we qualitatively show from ultrasound
slices through the resulting volumes).

2
2.1

The sticks hole-filling method searches the isotropic volume
for holes. When a hole is found, a filled voxel is searched for
along one of the several predefined directions from the hole.
Once a filled voxel has been found, the volume is traversed
along the opposite direction in search of second filled voxel.
Only original filled voxels are considered, not filled holes.
The combination of the direction and the opposite direction
is called a stick, inspired by Czerwinski et al.18 (In Czerwinski
et al. sticks are kernels in an image processing filter, unlike in
our study where they are simply direction vectors).
The sticks are chosen such that any change in any coordinate
is always an integer, either −1, 0, or 1. One might think a stick
corresponds to each of the voxels immediately surrounding a
voxel (Fig. 2). This is not quite the case since each direction is
represented twice (one should note that the vectors (−1;0; 0) and
(1,0,0), for example, describe a direction and opposite direction
pair – a stick in other words). A total of 13 sticks are possible,
and our implementation uses all of them (Fig. 2).
The stick is considered successful when two filled voxels are
found. An intensity value is linearly interpolated according to

Materials and Methods
Hole Filling with Directed Sticks

We draw inspiration from Trobaugh et al.16 and Coupé et al.,17
who describe voxel-based methods that force interpolation to
occur between two images that are on (near) opposite sides
of the hole. The principle of our proposed approach is that
when a hole exists between two images, the pixels which most
likely correspond to the true value are those that are nearest.
A hole can be filled by examining the nearest voxels resulting
from two opposing images and interpolating between them.
We contrast this with a nearest neighbor approach where only
one filled voxel is required.

(a)

Fig. 2 The 13 stick directions (green lines) shown in voxel space
(black grid) around a central voxel.

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 Example of hole-filling result. The dimensionality is reduced to allow for illustration. (a) Volume
prior to hole filling, F = filled voxel, H = hole. (b) Volume after nearest neighbor hole filling, each hole is
filled with the nearest filled voxel value. No smooth transition is seen. The maximum kernel size is 5.
(c) An ideal result with a smooth gradient between the original filled values.
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distance. This stick intensity and the total stick length (in the
Euclidean sense) are both recorded together as a pair.
The stick is considered unsuccessful if two filled voxels have
not been found along that stick after traversing a maximum
length, as chosen by the user. Typically, the maximum length
should be chosen to be the distance (in voxels) between adjacent
images. If this is not sufficient to fill all holes, then the parameter
can be increased. However, increasing the maximum length will
also increase the computational time.
Once all sticks have been searched, the stick intensities associated with the smallest stick lengths are used to fill the hole
according to a weighted average:

Filled hole value
Pnumber of sticks
ðstick intensityi  1∕stick lengthi Þ
Pnumber of sticks
¼ i
:
ð1∕stick lengthi Þ
i

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec2.1;63;620

Each stick intensity is given a weight inversely proportional
to the stick length. This particular weight, similar to inverse
distance-weighing used by Barry et al.,8 is used because voxels
closer to the hole are more likely to be correct.
There can be a maximum number of sticks used for this computation. If more sticks are successful, then those with larger
stick lengths are ignored. For example, if the number of sticks
is 1, then only the shortest stick is used to fill the hole. At this
point, the hole becomes a filled hole. The full process is illustrated in Fig. 3.
If no sticks are successful, then the hole is left unfilled.

2.2

Implementation

System implementation is a major consideration for any software tool. Volume reconstruction is available to end-users
through the SlicerIGT open source application development
platform for building image-guided therapy systems for trans3 lational clinical research,19,20 built on a 3-D slicer.21,22 The architecture of a complete tracked ultrasound volume reconstruction
system is depicted in Fig. 4. At the lowest level, the public software library for the ultrasound (PLUS)23 toolkit communicates
with the ultrasound imaging and spatial tracking hardware,
synchronizes, interpolates, processes the data, and then streams
the live data through standard OpenIGTLink protocol24 to a

navigation computer with SlicerIGT. Volume reconstruction is
implemented in PLUS and it can run on either the ultrasound
computer or the navigation computer.
The PLUS toolkit allows for plug and play integration of
a variety of ultrasound scanners and spatial tracking devices.
For the work presented in this paper, we used a SonixTouch
system with a C5-2 ultrasound transducer that is electromagnetically tracked using the SonixGPS extension (Ultrasonix,
Richmond, British Columbia, Canada). An electromagnetic
reference sensor is taped on the skin of the patient near the
region of interest in order to detect and compensate for gross
patent motion during image acquisition, with the reference sensor acting as the coordinate frame of reference for all volume
reconstructions.
The hole filling method is implemented within the existing
framework of PLUS, in the vtkFillHolesInVolume class. The
volume reconstruction software parses a configuration file prepared by the user to determine which reconstruction methods to
use with what parameters.
The open source aspect allows for a fully transparent and
reproducible implementation. The Berkeley software distribution license allows any use without any restrictions, which is
hoped to foster further collaborative development and inclusion
in comparative evaluations.

2.3
2.3.1

Validation
Image acquisition

We collect images of human organs in order to evaluate the
sticks hole-filling method for clinical data. The image sets are
dense in order to minimize holes. Holes are later induced for
validation purposes by removing images from the sets.9
We choose three organs of clinical interest for imaging and
volume reconstruction: the liver, the kidney, and the spine. A
volume of the liver can be used to aid in intraoperative registration to a preoperative needle insertion plan.25 Images of the kidney can be used to translate a computed tomography-based
preoperative surgical plan to an intraoperative environment.26
Spine volumes have seen increasing use for procedures such
as facet joint injection.27
Ten healthy human participants (five male, five female, ages
ranging from 21 to 26) were recruited. The liver, right kidney, and
spine are scanned using freehand ultrasound in each participant

Fig. 3 Hole filling using sticks is demonstrated. The dimensionality is reduced to allow for illustration. A filled
voxel is denoted with an “F,” and a hole voxel is denoted with an “H.” (a) A hole we wish to fill is at the center of
the image, marked with a bolded “X”; (b) the stick is traversed along the dashed line to find a pair of voxels on
opposite sides of the hole, marked by empty bolded circles; (c) the voxel intensity is linearly interpolated
between the pair of voxels with the shortest distance between them (i.e., number of sticks is 1).
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Fig. 4 System layout. (a-c) The navigation computer acts as the front-end user interface. Public software
library for ultrasound (PLUS) (red) is an intermediate layer which communicates data between the navigation computer and the tracking equipment, also handling various aspects of the tracking. The tracked
equipment (green) are physically used by the surgeon on the patient, and relay information back through
PLUS and to the navigation computer.

(Fig. 5). Image sets are acquired using a SonixTouch system with
a C5-2 ultrasound transducer that is electromagnetically tracked
using the SonixGPS extension. A biomedical sciences student
performed all image set acquisitions. Properties of the image
sets are summarized in Table 1 for each organ.
Each individual data collection is repeated multiple times,
but only a single image set for each organ of each participant
is used for evaluation. The image set which provides the best
coverage of the region of interest, and which has the most distinctive features, is used.
2.3.2

Volume reconstruction

We use the nearest neighbor distribution method. Whenever more
than one pixel intensity is inserted into a single voxel, the voxel
intensity is compounded as a weighted average. All volumes are
reconstructed with an isotropic resolution of 0.5 mm.
Similarly to earlier works,4,7,9,14 the volume reconstructed
from the full set of images is used as the ground-truth volume.
Due to dense sampling, the number of holes is minimized. When
we test hole filling on volumes, we compare the resulting filled
hole values to the corresponding voxel values in the ground
truth.
Similarly to previous works,2,7,9 holes are simulated by
reconstructing the volumes using reduced image sets. Let the
sparsity of a volume be a number greater than 1, which indicates
how much of the original image set we use. Only one image
out of that number is used during the distribution step. If the
sparsity is 5, for example, then only images 1, 6, 11, 16, and
so on would be used. This simulates uniformly faster probe
movement and results in realistic hole shapes. Experimental
volumes are thus defined as volumes constructed from such
reduced image sets. Several sparsity values are used in order
to create hole regions of various sizes. We arbitrarily choose
Journal of Medical Imaging

sparsity to be 2, 5, 10, and 25. These particular values result in
volumes with varying amounts of holes between 0% and 93.5%
of the whole volume.
After nearest neighbor distribution, we individually apply
each of three different hole filling methods on each experimental
volume for comparison. First, we apply the sticks hole filling
method. Two parameters for the sticks hole filling method need
to be defined: the maximum length and the number of sticks. We
test various values for the maximum lengths: 3, 5, 7, and 9. We
choose 9 as the upper range on this parameter because we find
that the majority of holes are filled when the maximum length is
9. We use different values for the number of sticks to evaluate its
effect on volume reconstruction quality (we arbitrarily choose to
compare number of sticks = 1, 3, 6, 9, and 13 as a reasonable
sampling on that parameter).
Second, since sticks hole filling is intended to improve upon
nearest neighbor hole filling,4,7,9,14 we are interested to see how
these methods compare. Therefore, nearest neighbor hole filling
(using a cube-shaped kernel) is used as our main baseline for
comparison. Similarly to the maximum length in sticks hole filling, we test nearest neighbor hole filling with maximum kernel
sizes of 3, 5, 7, and 9.
Third, we fill holes using a Gaussian-weighted average of
surrounding filled voxels using a spherical kernel with a 95%
cutoff. Similarly to the previous hole filling methods, we use
kernels’ sizes of 3, 5, 7, and 9.
All volume reconstructions are performed on a computer
with processor Intel Core i7-2600K @ 3.4GHz, memory 16GB
RAM, and Windows 7 64-bit operating system.
2.3.3

Evaluation metrics

Numerical metrics are obtained for the anatomically relevant
region of interest in each volume, which is manually segmented.
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagrams showing ultrasound image orientation with respect to the region of interest
(ROI). (a) Frontal view of liver image acquisition. (b) Right lateral view of liver image acquisition. (c) Dorsal
view of kidney image acquisition. (d) Right lateral view of kidney image acquisition. (e) Dorsal view of
spine image acquisition. (f) Right lateral view of spine image acquisition. The ROI labels show only the
organs/bones of interest, and not specific locations within or on them. All diagrams were prepared using
the anatomical atlas from Talos et al.27, and are intended only for general visualization.

For the liver, this is the vasculature-rich area minimally affected
by the beating heart, anterior to the portal vein. For the kidney,
this is the renal hilum. For the spine, this is any nonshadowed
region of the vertebrae contained in the volume, including the
facet joints.
We compare all of the methods using these same metrics. All
methods can be applied to any volume that has holes. This direct
comparison allows us to study how the choice of method and
parameters affect volume reconstruction.

Volume root-mean-square error. This metric represents
the hole filling method’s ability to accurately reconstruct
Journal of Medical Imaging

missing data in the volume. The error for each filled hole is
defined as the absolute difference between its intensity and
the intensity of the corresponding ground-truth voxel:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec2.3.3.1;326;160

Filled hole error ¼ jvoxel value in ground truth
− voxel value in experimental volumej

If the voxel from the ground truth is a hole, then that voxel is
ignored for the purposes of this computation. The volume rootmean-square error (volume RMS error) is then calculated:
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Table 1 Properties for image sets on each of the three target organs
(approximate values).

Organ

Liver

Kidney

Spine

Number of images

600

500

850

Rate of translation 0.03 mm∕ sec 0.07 mm∕ sec

values that are realistic, and also to consider reconstruction
artifacts (if any).

Fraction of holes.

The above evaluation metrics are of interest as a function of the density of holes. We define the fraction of
holes in the experimental volume prior to hole filling:

0.1 mm∕ sec
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec2.3.3.5;326;686

Rate of rotation

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec2.3.3.1;63;625

0.12 deg ∕ sec 0.07 deg ∕ sec 0.005 deg ∕ sec

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
P
2
volume ðfilled hole errorÞ
;
volume RMS error ¼
number of filled holes

where the total number of filled holes in the experimental
volume’s region of interest is used. RMS values are used to
give high error values more weight.

Fraction of filled holes. We take into consideration a hole
filling method’s ability to reliably fill holes. We report the
fraction of filled holes in the experimental volume as a second
evaluation metric:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec2.3.3.2;63;501

Fraction of holes ¼

Fraction of filled holes ¼

number of filled holes
;
number of holes

where the total number of holes in the region of interest prior to
hole filling is used.

Execution time. The speed of a hole filling method is important if it is used in a clinical setting. We report the execution time
of each hole filling method on the full volume using only a single execution thread on the CPU. Using the full volume simulates a more realistic clinical scenario where the region of
interest may not be clearly defined in advance.
On average, liver volumes are 510 × 600 × 490 voxels in
size, kidney volumes are 500 × 270 × 440 voxels, and spine volumes are 210 × 350 × 300 voxels. These numbers are shown to
two significant figures.

Visual analysis. Depending on the application, the final volume could be read by a human interpreter. It is important to visually verify whether or not the hole filling method produces

number of holes
;
number of voxels

where the total number of voxels within the region of interest is
used. In our dataset, we place each volume in a bin according to
the fraction of holes, and conducted analysis on each bin. The
bins correspond to 0–0.2 fraction of the filled holes (this contained 36 volumes), 0.2–0.4 (16 volumes), 0.4–0.6 (19 volumes),
0.6–0.8 (25 volumes), and 0.8–1.0 (23 volumes).

3

Results

All slices of volumes are displayed using the reformat module of
3-D slicer (Version 4.2.2-1).25 Holes appear as black pixels.

3.1

Optimization on the Number of Sticks

Figure 6 shows the slices that are in-plane with filled holes of
a spine volume. Results are shown using various values for
the number of sticks, with a stick length 9. It can be seen that
increasing the number of sticks blurs the image. This is a typical
result seen across the experimental volumes. Setting the number
of sticks to 1 produces the least blurry image.
In terms of volume RMS error, it can be seen in Table 2
that setting the number of sticks to 1 is generally optimal.
Comparing the top two results, using number of sticks = 1 outperforms number of sticks = 3 in 78 cases, and 40 cases vice
versa. Using the binomial test (ignoring ties and assuming
equal probability), we obtain a two-tailed p < 0.001, which is
statistically significant.
Setting the number of sticks to 1 for all future analysis is
consistent with the goal of preserving image features.

3.2

Comparison of Methods

The mean volume RMS error (Fig. 7) increases as the fraction of
holes increases. Sticks hole filling generally performs with
the least error (using the binomial test, we obtained a two-tailed
p < 0.001 against each of nearest neighbor and Gaussian hole
filling methods), but all of the methods under study perform

Fig. 6 Cross-sectional slices shown in-plane with a region of holes in a spine volume. The fraction of
holes is 0.52. Results are shown using various values for number of sticks. (a-d) Ground truth, number of
sticks = 1, 3, and 6.
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Table 2 Mean volume root-mean-square (RMS) error over all volumes using various values for the number of sticks. RMS errors cannot be presented for when no hole-filling method is used because
unfilled hole voxels have no value.

Volume RMS error

Number of sticks

1

8.112

3

8.272

6

8.598

9

8.819

13

8.940

comparably poorly when the fraction of holes is between 0.8 and
1. Error increases as the kernel size in the nearest neighbor or
Gaussian-weighted hole filling increases. Error decreases as the
maximum length increases in sticks hole filling.
The mean fraction of filled holes (Fig. 8) decreases as the
fraction of holes increases. Sticks hole filling results in a
reduced fraction of filled holes when compared with nearest
neighbor or Gaussian-weighted hole filling (using the binomial
test, we obtained a two-tailed p < 0.001 against each of nearest
neighbor and Gaussian hole filling methods). All methods have
a higher fraction of filled holes as the size parameter (kernel size
or maximum length) increases.
The mean execution time (Fig. 9) increases as the fraction of
holes increases. Sticks generally performed the fastest (using the
binomial test, we obtained a two-tailed p < 0.001 against each

Fraction of holes

Fig. 7 Mean volume root-mean-square (RMS) error under different conditions (x -axis). “Size” is the size
parameter for the hole-filling method (maximum length or kernel size), “Method” is the hole-filling method
used (S = sticks, N = nearest neighbor, G = Gaussian). C indicates the count of volumes in each bin. The
error bars indicate standard error.

Fraction of holes
Fig. 8 Mean fraction of filled holes under different conditions. Figure layout is the same as Fig. 7.
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of nearest neighbor and Gaussian hole-filling methods). As the
size parameter increases, the time requirement for nearest neighbor and Gaussian-weighted hole filling increases at faster rate
than that for sticks hole filling. With size parameter 3, sticks
hole filling performs more slowly than nearest neighbor and
Gaussian-weighted hole filling. As the size parameter increases
above 5, sticks performs noticeably faster than the nearest neighbor hole filling and Gaussian-weighted hole filling. Times are
reported using a single execution thread on the CPU with processor Intel Core i7-2600K @ 3.4GHz.
In-plane slices of filled holes show that sticks hole filling
results in less blur than nearest neighbor or Gaussian-weighted
hole filling (Figs. 10, 11, and 12). Blur is especially visible
in the in-plane slices because of sharp transitions between
smoothed and noisy data. This results in stripe artifacts
in the slices showing Gaussian and nearest neighbor hole
filling. Slices of sticks hole filling more closely resemble the
ground truth than slices of other methods. There is still noticeable blur when there is a high fraction of holes (Fig. 12).

Gaussian-weighted hole filling results in less blur than nearest
neighbor hole filling.
Transverse slices show few (if any) artifacts for any of the
hole-filling methods when the fraction of holes is low (Fig. 10).
For a higher fraction of filled holes, nearest neighbor and
Gaussian-weighted hole filling produce noncontinuous seams
parallel with the plane of holes (Figs. 11 and 12). In Fig. 11,
the seam arises from excessive blurring from surrounding
voxels. In Fig. 12, the seam arises from a combination of
blur and a sharp transition (as shown earlier in Fig. 1). Sticks
hole filling, on the other hand, may produce streaks that are
transverse to the plane of holes.

4

Discussion

When applied to our data, sticks hole filling performs with
improved accuracy compared to nearest neighbor and Gaussianweighted hole filling (Fig. 7), except when the fraction of holes
is very high. Image artifacts observed when using nearest neighbor and Gaussian-weighted hole filling (such as blurring and

Fraction of holes
Fig. 9 Mean execution time under different conditions. Figure layout is the same as Fig. 7.
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Gaussian (size 3)

Gaussian (size 5)

Ground Truth

No hole ﬁlling

Scks

Fig. 10 Kidney slices are shown for an experimental volume with fraction of holes = 0.21. (a-f): Slices inplane with holes. (g-l) Slices transverse to holes. From left to right: ground truth, no hole filling, sticks hole
filling, nearest neighbor hole filling, Gaussian-weighted hole filling (kernel size 3), Gaussian-weighted
hole filling (kernel size 5). The in-plane slice without hole filling is black because it consists entirely of
holes.
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Fig. 11 Spine slices are shown for an experimental volume with fraction of holes = 0.44. (a–f): Slices inplane with holes. (g–l) Slices transverse to holes. From left to right: ground truth, no hole filling, sticks hole
filling, nearest neighbor hole filling, Gaussian-weighted hole filling (kernel size 3), Gaussian-weighted
hole filling (kernel size 5). The in-plane slice without hole filling is black because it consists entirely
of holes.
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Gaussian (size 5)

Fig. 12 Liver slices are shown for an experimental volume with fraction of holes = 0.66. (a–f): Slices inplane with holes. (g–l) Slices transverse to holes. From left to right: ground truth, no hole filling, sticks hole
they consist
filling, nearest neighbor hole filling, Gaussian-weighted hole filling (kernel size 3), Gaussian-weighted
hole filling (kernel size 5). The in-plane slice without hole filling is black because it consists entirely
of holes.
and the image showing Gaussian (size 3) are

sharp transitions, see Figs. 11 and 12) were not observed when
using sticks hole filling. The ability to reliably fill holes is comparable for all of these methods, provided that the maximum
length or size is sufficiently high (Fig. 8). The execution time
of the sticks hole filling method is improved compared to the
nearest neighbor and Gaussian-weighted hole filling methods
when the size parameter is large (Fig. 9).
The main limitation of sticks hole filling is that it does not fill
as many holes as nearest neighbor or Gaussian-weighted hole
filling (Fig. 8) if the maximum length parameter is set too
low. However, if reconstruction accuracy or time is more important, then sticks may be preferred over those methods. If time is
the most important consideration and a very small kernel size
(diameter 3) for nearest neighbor or Gaussian-weighted hole
filling is known to be sufficient in a specific application, then
either of those methods may be preferable to sticks due to
shorter computation times (Fig. 9), assuming that blur is not
a concern. The choice of reconstruction method would depend
on the application.
Our evaluation study of the sticks hole filling method is not
without limitations. Although we use clinical images for testing,
the clinical significance of improved volume reconstruction
Journal of Medical Imaging

remains to be investigated. Volume RMS error is an intuitive
metric, but it is not comprehensive. The volume RMS errors
we report are probably not representative of all datasets – in
the present study we are interested in comparing how methods
perform with respect to one another. The way in which we generate ground-truth volumes may not be clinically realistic (due
to the length and density of scan). By skipping input images
during the reconstruction, we can simulate uniformly faster
transducer movement, which creates clinically realistic experimental volumes with holes. One of the spine experimental
volumes has no holes when the sparsity is 2 because the image
sampling is too dense. We ignore this experimental volume in
our analysis. All other volumes had holes. Since the testing dataset is sufficiently large, no bias should occur. In addition, the
reported execution times do not feature any optimization or
implementation on multiple cores or the GPU, and as a result,
it may be possible to achieve faster times for all hole filling
methods. During algorithm development, we tested the methods
on phantom data so that there would be no systematic bias in
this study.
All hole filling methods under study experience poor performance in large regions of continuous holes (Figs. 7 and 8).
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Although we have shown that hole filling methods can fill
small or moderate regions of continuous holes, this result
emphasizes that reasonably dense and uniform image sampling
is still required.
The sticks hole filling method performs faster than the nearest neighbor and Gaussian-weighted hole filling method when
the size parameter is greater than 5 (Fig. 9). We explain this by
considering the worst case number of voxels which must be
searched in terms of the size parameter (n). In nearest neighbor
hole filling, an n × n × n region would be searched, making it
Oðn3 Þ. The sticks hole filling method would search only 13*n
voxels, making it OðnÞ. Thus, as the size parameter (n)
increases, the sticks hole filling method performs faster.
It is interesting to see how this special case of linear interpolation (sticks hole filling) performs when compared against
averaging (nearest neighbor hole filling) and low-pass filtering
(Gaussian-weighted hole filling). The reason why sticks perform
well could be because we take advantage of the known planar
geometry of the original filled voxels. To find an appropriate
value to fill a hole between two planes, it is perhaps best to interpolate directly between the two nearest two opposite images,
which is what the sticks hole filling method attempts to do.
Averaging (nearest neighbor or Gaussian-weighted hole filling)
seems to introduce blur and cause loss of resolution.
Finally, the fact that this software is freely available and open
source is an important aspect of this study. It means that this
method is immediately available to researchers worldwide for
further modification and evaluation. PLUS has been downloaded over 1300 times in the last year (between April 2014
and April 2015). Anyone can sign up to follow the PLUS project
to ask questions, request enhancements, report bugs, or contribute patches. As time goes on, PLUS continues to evolve – it
currently has 3694 commits made by 35 contributors representing 145,616 lines of code and an estimated 37 years of development effort (based on COCOMO model, computed by Ref. 28).
Although over 60 papers refer to the PLUS toolkit, its licensing
does not mandate citations, so the true number of papers PLUS
contributes to may be higher. The SlicerIGT end-user platform
website has had more than 9300 visitors from 86 countries in the
last year.

5

Conclusions

Sticks hole filling performs with improved accuracy over nearest
neighbor hole and Gaussian-weighted filling, is better able to
preserve image features, and is faster for larger search regions.
The method has been implemented in PLUS, which is open
source and is freely available online.
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